Interview (2nd): Ida Tarbell with Gertrude Chandler, April 2, 1931

Tarbell, Ida M.
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As we go east to Turner Lee Strope. Taking up
our first law connection - you can see this
grade to turn to where the preliminary changes
will something of the day - new - work -
shall a balance sheet up - but there -
will come - certain bids to establish -
2 or 3 lines there - somewhere.
When they工会 "reap" at El Paso &
see about getting valid - c - features - as,
going - nothing - but a line across the L-\nand rod car 2 2 miles - hauled 25,000 ft. -
wire is - nothing - but mile good in mileage.
They would "reap" M so is 2 involved in -
- involved - mile involved - they hauled what
since will it in your principal mile-
will begin it - so the west will -
proceeded in car building any. west wheel by
mines 2 W. we best - steal - credit contract
wouldn't - content depended - the west line.
The contrary gave S. W. right - way in -
all wheel. Then find. - all become -
but after right after left wheel -
new mile the - one of the more -
At Wills called the criminal known in the 90's — also a man named to play in my janitor, which came from him. He published himself as usual of the week every in what he was looking for. He said I did contract — the mother, the wife and am well having his influence — did buy you your wife's knives until you got me a contract — not the doctor's there — I tell told the note for each $100 to 100. Then he said Charlie said — In 14th contract — to see you in E.P. He is put what I can't to Jest as Charlie — keep contract in hand if all the cars to a p.m. to say Wills mine and Bellin — me who — if ever it is you for me, 100p. in Common cloth — E. Lee dress 24 p.m. you couldn't — a judge — I was called — the criminal read.
When coffee beans are purified they are sorted and graded by size. The small and imperfect beans are removed. The cleaned beans are then roasted. After roasting, the beans are ground. The ground coffee is then blended with water to make coffee.
The salmon, El Paso, & the suspicious archael-fir Dallas. Important.

Make your valuations as strict, general, in real estate, value,
must earn operating profit.

replacement especially.

July 3rd, which will end all the rest. Is not this a much greater
better someplace in the pot, that was put.
The sum of money, which shall expand
must expand - or at any time pot will
This inflow shall be reduced before which way.
and commencement of such claim or
cause of action to your request.

1848. If found at any time the decision
prealable beld of the

true at my hand
finally renounced as well with the

true for capital sum +

Tom to have a representative to
reach to liability in operative.

result and if the

result at within 30 days should

leaders settle by arbitration -

Talks interse notice an police current

cesses to consider all miscellaneous

not to be denied power. Plead and

letter-missed letters - decide bill

readily senate - is what cessi may

learn 1st to number current negligence

party expense - these not amounts at

dire offending more at C.E. cost of a well

a kilowatt great sum negligence to

announced